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Free cupcakes. It’s good bait, what can I say? But then I saw the art and 
realized, these people are not playing around. Giant circular convex mirrors, 
projection screen fractal fish, and massive globs of marbled paint smeared 
all along the walls, ceiling and floors. It all began last Thursday. Harvard’s 
Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts held the opening of the Let Them Eat 
Cupcakes gallery that addresses the “not so sweet truth about the growing 
hunger epidemic in America”. 

The exhibit was inspired by Los 
Angeles’s Elizabeth Tobias who 
spent several months giving out 
homemade cupcakes from a tent 

to raise awareness about the 
widespread scale of hunger in 

America. 

http://digboston.com/experience/2011/11/off-the-wall-let-them-eat-cupcakes/
http://digboston.com/author/christina-lacoste/
http://digboston.com/experience/2011/11/off-the-wall-let-them-eat-cupcakes/emailpopup/
http://skimlinks.pgpartner.com/mrdr.php?url=http%3A%2F%2Fskimlinks.pgpartner.com%2Fsearch.php%2Fform_keyword%3Dprojection%2Bscreen


!  

She trades tasty homemade cupcakes for stories or statements written on 
an index card 

concerning hunger. She has taken her collection of hunger index cards 

and arranged them her colorfully lit tent as an installation piece for the Let 
Them Eat Cupcakes Gallery. 
At this particular event, Elizabeth scored cupcakes from Victoria Donnelly, 
and believe me they were delicious. 

http://skimlinks.pgpartner.com/mrdr.php?url=http%3A%2F%2Fskimlinks.pgpartner.com%2Fsearch.php%2Fform_keyword%3Dindex%2Bcard
http://cakeology.com/


!  
The Let Them Eat Cupcakes Gallery is in coordination with Measure for 
Measure a collaborative art installation guided by the theme of scale, curated 
by artist Lia Halloran and Harvard Physicist Lisa Randall. The exhibit featured 
art from Felicity Nove, Susan Sironi, Katrina McElroy, and Zig Gron. 
Artist Felicity Nove brought her amazing convex mirrors and giant marbled 
paint smears to the exhibit. I was in absolute awe of these giant shapes. 

http://www.laaa.org/measure/index.html
http://www.felicitynove.net/
http://web.me.com/susansironi/susan_sironi/Home.html
http://katrinamcelroy.com/
http://www.facebook.com/people/Zig-Gron/1118709619


!  
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Her pieces contributed to the underlying theme of scale by using 2D mirrors 
to reflect 3D spaces. The reflections in the convex mirror are warped and out 
of proportion. Her art conveys the experience of passing through another 
dimension. An example is her use of something as simple as water droplets 
on a shower curtain 

. 

http://skimlinks.pgpartner.com/mrdr.php?url=http%3A%2F%2Fskimlinks.pgpartner.com%2Fsearch.php%2Fform_keyword%3Dshower%2Bcurtain
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“I like the convex because, I’ve 
been working with horizon lines 

and gravity, and it the idea of 
space vanishes in the horizon, so 

when you come close to 
something, it feels like you’re 

being pushed further away and 
that happens with the convex. “ 

Susan Sironi is an interesting sort of sculptor. She uses old books, cutting 
particular shapes out of each page to create 3D images. Using Photoshop, 
Susan draws the shape of each page and layers them digitally. After she 



maps out her design on Photoshop, she brings it to life by carefully cutting 
each page of the book. 

!  
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“I definitely wanted to do something that was human scale, that was not just 
big-small or small-big, but I wanted to make an abstract relationship 
between who we are. That lead to a lot of ideas involving pop culture, I 
mean Allison in wonder land is another cool book to carve out but then that 
led to again, an abstract umbrella of scale.’ 

“So I collected all those books 
over time that I felt really 

illustrated this fascination with 
how human beings and the very 

big ones, the very small ones and 
the exaggerations of what that is. 
I wanted to then reestablish my 

humanity.” 



My favorite of Susan’s pieces required her to cut out individual words in a 
cook book and mix them all together. 
“After the tracings they were very focused, difficult pieces, so I wanted to do 
something fun, so I cut up a cook book and put all the recipes into salt and 
pepper 

shakers. And its visceral, and I cannot explain exactly what it is, but you 
look at them and their connection other than just poetic.” 

!  

http://www.amazon.com/OXO-Good-Grips-Pepper-Grinder/dp/B001CDP5UO/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1351192183&sr=8-2&keywords=salt+and+pepper


!  
Katrina McElroy creates her art using video stills that capture moments of 
dramatic emotion. The images are then printed out onto different sizes of 
vinyl circles that she then adheres to the walls. 
“The moments that seem on a scale of either importance or how much 
you’re feeling, the ones that are the greatest whether its extreme grief or 
extreme pain or extreme joy, those are often in terms of time of our lives, 
the most minimal. It’s like those are the special moments, whether they’re 
considered either negative or positive moments.” 

“they’re the in betweens and so 
much of our lives are more of this 
constant and there’s this play off 

of the scale of, the hours and 
minutes and seconds in our day, 
but then the scale of what’s truly 



effecting us during our life, then 
what actually takes us to another 
level, or what actually makes us 

change direction in the road, 
those are the things that may last 
a millisecond and can happen very 

fast.” 

!  
“So that’s something that’s always been kind of important to me, and that’s 
been something that is important about capturing a video of these moments 



and then slowing them down and making a moment that might be often a 
jolt of grief, for instance, you may only be experiencing it for thirty seconds 
of a memory and then its pain and then you’re over it. And being able to 
take those thirty seconds of footage, which, you know it’s only a blink of an 
eye and really look frame by frame at what’s happening and the micro 
expressions that are happening and realizing there’s a lot going on there in 
thirty seconds.’ 
Katrina is not the only artist in the exhibit who relied on video to study 
range. Zig Gron uses digital images and adheres to ideas of scale by way of 
segmenting one image to create many. He then creates videos that put his 
fractals into motion. 

!  

“My influence was a couple of 
people Buckminster Fuller, and a 
scientist named Steven Wolcomb, 

I don’t know if you know him, 
he’s from Princeton. But in 



particular I liked his work with 
automatons, and the idea that a 

simple algorithm when you pull it 
out and stretch it out you end up 
getting a very complex image, so 
I sort of been doing that kind of 
work, where I use very simple 

video groups, and then combine 
them in ways to give them this 

pattern.” 

!  
Photos by Nabeela Vega 

http://http//www.nabeelavega.com/

